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ABSTRACT
Over the past few years, real-time visualisation of pedestrian dynamics has become more crucial to
successfully organise and monitor open-crowded events. However, the process of collecting,
efficiently handling and visualising a large volume of pedestrians’ dynamic data in real time is
challenging. This challenge becomes even more pronounced when pedestrians move in large-
size, high-density, open and complex environments. In this article, we propose an efficient and
accurate approach to acquire, process and visualise pedestrians’ dynamic behaviour in real time.
Our goal in this context is to produce GPS-based heat maps that assist event organisers as well
as visitors in dynamically finding crowded spots using their smartphone devices. To validate our
proposal, we have developed a prototype system for experimentally evaluating the quality of
the proposed solution using real-world and simulation-based experimental datasets. The first
phase of experiments was conducted in an open area with 37,000 square meters in Palestine. In
the second phase, we have carried out a simulation for 5000 pedestrians to quantify the level of
efficiency of the proposed system. We have utilised PHP scripting language to generate a
larger-scale sample of randomly moving pedestrians across the same open area. A comparison
with two well-known Web-based spatial data visualisation systems was conducted in the third
phase. Findings indicate that the proposed approach can collect pedestrian’s GPS-based
trajectory information within 4 m horizontal accuracy in real time. The system demonstrated
high efficiency in processing, storing, retrieving and visualising pedestrians’ motion data (in the
form of heat maps) in real time.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of population along with the
increasing number of important events, dynamically
finding less-crowded areas within large-scale events
has become a major challenge for visitors as well as
event organisers (Singh et al. 2020). As reported in
Sharma et al. (2018), inefficient crowd management
affects pedestrians’ safety, their movement decisions
and behaviours, and may also lead to increasing the
efforts and costs required to efficiently monitor events
with large numbers of pedestrians (Leopkey and Parent
2009). In order to plan successful events, organisers
need to understand the visitors’ movement character-
istics and behaviour over time at an early stage
(Zheng et al. 2014). Accordingly, greater attention has
been given to study crowded events with huge numbers
of pedestrians using a variety of tools and applications,
such as pedestrians’ devices that are used to collect their
trajectories in an attempt to efficiently identify crowd

density along events (Ebrahimpour et al. 2019). These
approaches can be divided into three main categories
(Ebrahimpour et al. 2019): crowd video analysis
(Kulshrestha et al. 2019; Samsudin and Ghazali 2019),
crowd social media analysis (Chaker, Al Aghbari, and
Junejo 2017; Rizwan et al. 2018; Hu et al. 2019) and
crowd spatio-temporal analysis (Gong et al. 2018; Xu,
Li, and Fu 2019; Kong et al. 2020).

Developing systems under the first category plays an
important role in analysing crowded event videos as
they collect data about the movement features of ped-
estrians and assist in identifying abnormal behaviours
during events (Sharma et al. 2018; Cheong et al.
2019). However, the large-size areas and high-density
of pedestrians in such events make it difficult for such
approaches to accurately respond in real time, leading
to produce a large fraction of false positive results (Jab-
bari et al. 2019). In addition, the presence of obstacles,
such as walls, trees and human bodies can block cam-
eras from capturing and identifying correct abnormal
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behaviours or even true pedestrian objects (Gowsikhaa,
Abirami, and Baskaran 2014). Moreover, the cost and
setup of cameras using this approach are normally
high as reported in Ebrahimpour et al. (2019). On the
other hand, approaches that fall under the second cat-
egory use social media content, in addition to other
important data, such as locations of user check-ins as
their data source to study human movement behaviour
(Ngo, Haghighi, and Burstein 2016). Using such data
sources, these approaches generate spatio-temporal
data points and location details that can be used to ana-
lyse crowds in large areas in cities, suburbs and urban
areas (Tricco et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2018). However, it
is important to point out that approaches of this cat-
egory cannot make use of real-time collected data
because the extraction of useful information from social
media content is a very complex task (Stieglitz et al.
2018). In addition, social media data does not give infor-
mation about human movement characteristics con-
tinuously at regular time intervals. For example,
sharing check-ins allows users to mark and discuss
places they visited (e.g. eating at local restaurants, shop-
ping, visiting popular areas) as part of their social inter-
action online (Sharma et al. 2018; Rizwan et al. 2018). As
such, we can conclude that approaches that fall under
the first two categories may not generate sufficient infor-
mation about human movement characteristics during
high-density large-scale events in real time (Lamba
and Nain 2017; Duives, Daamen, and Hoogendoorn
2018). Acknowledging these drawbacks, crowd spatio-
temporal analysis approaches have proved to be an
effective solution for collecting pedestrian data continu-
ously during large-scale events (Zheng et al. 2014).

To efficiently achieve their goal, these approaches
have utilised Global Positioning System (GPS) as their
source of trajectory data acquisition (Zhao 2015). GPS
indeed offers real-time response, easy and cheap to navi-
gate feature, and has a good accuracy in outdoor areas
(Konsolakis et al. 2018). All of these features contribute
to making GPS an efficient option for real-time data col-
lection about human movements in open areas and
environments (Zhao 2015; Qureshi 2016). Recently,
smartphones’ built-in GPS receivers have been one of
the most promising and convenient devices, especially,
as they are widely used worldwide. The expected num-
ber of smartphones in 2020 is 2.5 billion (Helbostad
et al. 2017). Also, smartphones can receive real-time
data based on the current position of pedestrian’s
body at regular time intervals with good accuracy in
outdoor areas (Konsolakis et al. 2018). As such, GPS
and smartphones have allowed researchers to explore,

investigate and monitor pedestrians’ movement charac-
teristics in outdoor areas more accurately and less inva-
sively compared to other conventional approaches. In
recent years, researchers have used mobile applications
along with existing GPS data and web servers to develop
real-time visualisation systems that can monitor ped-
estrian movement scenarios in open events (Wirz
et al. 2012; Blanke et al. 2014). However, existing visual-
isation approaches suffer from a number of drawbacks
and limitations as follows. First, with the increasing
number of pedestrians in the same area, their perform-
ance degrades failing to cope with the real-time visual-
isation requirement. Second, the accuracy of the
collected trajectories as well as visualisation tools is
not tested under real-world conditions or using real-
world scenarios. Third, using paid services or libraries
increases system development costs. To address these
limitations, we propose developing an efficient and
low-cost system for online and real-time visualisation
of pedestrian dynamics at open events/areas using
GPS data. The system is aimed to be installed on
users’ smartphone devices to track pedestrian move-
ments, collect and send GPS data to a web server in
real time. Unlike existing approaches, the developed
system is characterised by its efficiency in terms of the
following aspects:

(1) The system collects pedestrians’ trajectory data
every second and estimates their horizontal accu-
racy to precisely depict the maps.

(2) New data processing with temporal storage of cur-
rent pedestrian positions is used to improve the
data visualisation performance.

(3) The system provides access to online real-time visu-
alised maps that depict pedestrian movements
along with real-time heat maps for spotting
crowded areas.

(4) The system exploits efficient open source software
to reduce the cost of its deployment.

(5) An archive of collected GPS data with multiple for-
mats (SQL, JSON, and CSV) is provided for research-
ers interested in further developing and improving
the current version of the proposed system. 1

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we explore and discuss a number of research
works that are related to our proposed approach. Sec-
tion 3 presents the proposed system and highlights its
main components. In Section 4, we provide details on
the experimental setup phase. Experimental results are
then discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes

1The system’s prototype and datasets can be accessed at https://github.com/PedestrianDynamics/.
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this article and discusses the future extensions of our
work.

2. Related work

Accurate real-time acquisition, processing, analysis and
visualisation of pedestrian trajectory data during
crowded events are the most crucial challenges for exist-
ing approaches, especially those that attempt to investi-
gate and identify the most influential factors on
pedestrians’ dynamics and their movement behaviour
and characteristics (Waga et al. 2012; Wirz et al. 2012;
Waga et al. 2013; Blanke et al. 2014). Addressing these
challenges helps event organisers make immediate
decisions to avoid crowd accidents, and ensures proper
monitoring and administration of event operations
(Sharma et al. 2018). With the recent developments of
smartphone industry, the possibility of tracking
human positions via their GPS-enabled devices has
been achieved, providing a good opportunity for devel-
oping low cost and real-time data processing and visu-
alisation techniques that can assist in better
understanding pedestrian dynamics at open areas that
are characterised by their complex and irregular nature.
Among the research works that were carried out in this
domain is the work proposed by Waga et al. (2012)
where the authors developed a system to track ped-
estrians using their smartphones. The collected tracking
data was stored and visualised using google maps. In
particular, they sent GPS tracking details to a web server
every 30 seconds where they were stored using MySQL
database management system. Then, to speed up the
visualisation component, tracking data was updated
into files every 24 h in worst case, depending on the
users and the time range of tracks. Due to the time inter-
val for updating files (which are the data source for the
visualisation component), the system’s visualisation
component was inefficient in producing maps for the
current collected GPS points at real time in the same
manner as performed in Waga et al. (2013). In addition
to that, Waga et al. (2012) andWaga et al. (2013) did not
incorporate heat maps as part of the visualisation mod-
ule, causing the visualising to be less effective and user
friendly as we propose in our work.

Another visualisation technique was described in
Blanke et al. (2014) to study the behaviour of crowds
in a large festival (in 2013 at Zurich city in Switzerland)
over a period of 3 days. A mobile application was devel-
oped in this context to collect users’ locations continu-
ously and visualise their presence during the festival. To
do this, the researchers collected users’ GPS data and
sent it to a server every 2 s to be stored in a database.
The stored data was processed at an interval of 2 min

to be visualised in the form of maps. The authors exper-
imentally tested the accuracy for several locations, and
they obtained an accuracy between 150 and 500 m.
According to the authors, the proposed approach was
not developed for real-time pedestrian tracking and
visualisation.

In Wirz et al. (2012), a festival’s crowd conditions
(crowd density, crowd turbulence, crowd velocity and
crowd pressure) were visualised in real time using ped-
estrians’ GPS location traces. To carry out this task, a
mobile application was used to collect GPS locations
and send them periodically after processing to a server
which stores them in a database. In its heat map visual-
isation component, multiple mathematical models and
methodologies were used to generate four different
heat maps to infer four crowd conditions at specific
time point. The main drawback of this approach is the
computational complexity required to build the heat
maps. In addition, the proposed system did not aim to
detect the crowd conditions during the event, but only
at specific time points.

In a similar line of research, Yun and Park (2015)
analysed tourists’ spatio-temporal behaviour at the
rural festival in South Korea for 5 days. The authors
developed a mobile application and a simple question-
naire to track the festival visitors and collect accurate
spatio-temporal information about them. The question-
naire was conducted to know the visitors’ socio-econ-
omic characteristics in addition to week day and
weather to determine the effects of these characteristics
on the crowd. In this context, each participant installed
the mobile application to record his/her track and
received a personally administered questionnaire. At
the end of the experiments, participants reported back
their data by submitting the questionnaires, in addition
to uploading their tracking records (to a web server) in
order for the researchers to depict and analyse the pro-
duced heat maps. However, the proposed approach did
not collect and visualise the GPS tracks in real time, and
the accuracy issue was not addressed by the researchers.

As we have highlighted in the above-mentioned dis-
cussion and to the best of our knowledge, the coupling
of GPS data acquired using users’ smartphones and heat
maps for real-time visualisation purposes to understand
the dynamics of pedestrians moving in large-scale open
environments has been very little. Nevertheless, we can
summarise the main drawbacks of existing approaches
that have attempted to employ visualisation approaches
and techniques for investigating the pedestrians’ trajec-
tory data as follows:

. Low accuracy of visualisation: The lack of accuracy
measurements for collected positions has led to
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lowering the accuracy of heat map visualisation. In
general, smartphones are typically accurate within a
4.9-m radius under open sky and with normal con-
ditions, however, their accuracy can degrade based
on signal blockage, atmospheric conditions and
GPS receiver quality (Specht et al. 2019; GPSUSA
2020). Therefore, it is necessary not to submit pos-
itions with low horizontal accuracy for heat map
visualisation. Most of the existing approaches col-
lected and provided the positions to the visualisation
component regardless of their accuracy.

. High computational cost: Some of the existing
approaches used all or a large portion of the collected
data to visualise the crowd density of active ped-
estrians which resulted in increasing the required
time to visualise the maps (Masiane et al. 2019).

. Inefficient storage and retrieval of GPS data points:
Losing the newly collected GPS points in heat map
visualisation degrades the quality of the produced
maps. Some approaches attempted to address this
drawback by selecting the required GPS points only
for visualisation without searching in all data, but
they did not apply this protocol automatically along
with each process of data collection which led to los-
ing current pedestrians’ positions needed for heat
map visualisation in real time.

. Real time: Some approaches did not process data in
all their components in real time which led to an
inefficient real-time approach.

In the next section, we introduce the architecture of
our proposed approach and detail the methods and
techniques that we employ to address the challenges
of coupling GPS data points and heat map visualisation
techniques.

3. Architecture of the proposed system

In this section, we first present the overall architecture
of the proposed system. As depicted in Figure 1, data
about each user’s position is acquired every second
and gets transferred to a dedicated web server for
further processing, storage and visualisation. To do
this, the system employs several components and mod-
ules as detailed below:

Mobile-based Data Acquisition: We have deployed
the developed application on client smartphone devices
for tracking their positions and sending this data to the
web server for further processing. In particular, the
application uses the smartphone’s GPS sensor to deter-
mine users’ positions while they are moving in an open
space. After the user starts the application and agrees to
use its associated GPS data collector for research

purposes, the application starts collecting the current
position of pedestrians moving at open events continu-
ously (every second) and directly transfers the obtained
GPS data over an active internet connection to the web
server. The application remains active unless it is expli-
citly closed by the user. To ensure protecting users’ priv-
acy, the application does not collect any private
information about the smartphone, as it just collects
the positions (latitude and longitude) that are spotted
inside the event’s area to be visualised later in the
form of heat maps. To further clarify this method, we
present the algorithmic steps that we perform to carry
out this task. As we can see in Algorithm 1, Lines 2–6
show how we acquire the GPS data which contains the
latitude, longitude and horizontal accuracy.

Pre-processing of GPS Data: This component is
employed for real-time processing of GPS data obtained
from the mobile application as we described in the pre-
vious step. Algorithm 2 illustrates the methods that we
utilise to carry out this step.

As we can see in Algorithm 2, the input is received in
the form of the current user’s position that is located
within the event area. This data gets accordingly stored
in two database tables (Archive and Live Tables, respect-
ively) depending on different criteria as follows: in the
Archive Table, processed user positions are always
stored for data archival purposes. For all users’ positions
that are within a ‘five meters’ accuracy interval are dyna-
mically transferred and stored in the Live Table after
deleting the user’s previous position from the table,
more details about these tables are provided in the
Data Repository Component.

Data Repository Component: This component is
employed as a reference data repository for the collected
positions of pedestrians inside the event. It namely con-
sists of two relational database tables: (1) an Archive
Table that works as a repository for all collected pos-
itions of moving pedestrians and (2) a Live Table
which is a storage for the current positions of the ped-
estrians for real-time visualisation. In other words, the
Live Table helps the proposed system to achieve real-
time visualisation of the current users’ positions as it
contains a small number of positions which are equal
to the number of current pedestrians. This means the
computational time required for retrieving and proces-
sing GPS data from the Archive Table will be increasing
over time while using the system. Therefore, using only
one table for archiving and visualising is inefficient for
real-time visualisation, because it retrieves all the pre-
vious/historical and current positions to return the cur-
rent positions. The structure of the Archive and Live
tables is presented in Table 1. Finally, this component
can provide the GPS datasets in different formats
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(SQL, CSV and JSON) to enable further processing of
the produced data using a variety of tools and
techniques.

Post-processing of GPS Data: This component assists
the visualisation component to keep the Live Table up
to date, retrieve and return its content in JSON format.
As we discussed before, the Live Table aims to store the
current positions of active pedestrians only during the
event. Pre-processing of GPS data component updates
the pedestrians’ positions continuously, however, it can-
not remove the last position of each pedestrian who has

left the event from Live Table. As demonstrated in
Algorithm 3 in lines 8–12, the post-processing of GPS
data component removes the old positions before
retrieving.

Real-time Data Visualisation: The main goal of this
component is visualising pedestrians’ trajectory data at
real time asnormal/point maps and heat maps. It
receives the current positions of all available pedestrians
in the event from the post-processing component and
visualises them on a web browser. Normal map is
used to represent and update the current position of

Figure 1. Overall architecture of the proposed system.
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each pedestrian as a point (longitude and latitude) on
the map. In this context, points on the map will be
updated automatically without updating the map in
the background. On the other hand, we use heat maps
(for visualising extensive point data sets) to continu-
ously visualise and analyse large data sets and identify
data clusters. This type of maps has demonstrated to
be helpful in obtaining an overview of the current
crowd density at a glance (Kuhfled 2017). In this con-
text, a heat map is graphically depicted to represent
spatial data where regions are coloured depending on
measurement values found at the specific location
(Wirz et al. 2012). In our work, the heat map represents
hot and cold areas on the basis of pedestrians’
densities in the same manner as performed
by (Ihaddadene and Djeraba 2008). The hot areas
(red) are regions where the density of pedestrians is
high (more than 65%), the cold areas (blue) are regions
where the pedestrians’ density is low (less than 40%, see
Mourner (2017) and Agafonkin (2019a)), and the yellow
coloured areas are used to depict densities in between.
Figure 2 shows an example of a normal map and a
heat map that are obtained from real experiments that
we have conducted at the open theatre at An-Najah
National University. In Algorithm 3, lines 1-4, we detail
the steps that are required to initialise the maps of the
event, both normal and heat maps. In line 7, a
request for the new positions from the Post-processing
of GPS Data component is made toconvert them into

Algorithm 1. Android-based mobile GPS data collection
application.
Output:
record � array(
[‘latitude’]: latitude of the user’s position,
[‘longitude’]: longitude of the user’s position,
[‘accuracy’]: horizontal accuracy of the user’s position,
[‘mobileId’]: an identifier for the user’s mobile )
▷ confirmation message for storing the record into the web server
conMsg � NULL

Require: internet connection
1: while Application is running do
2: Location � Call requestLocationUpdates(GPSprovider)
3: record.latitude � Location.getLatitude
4: record.longitude � Location.getLongitude
5: record.accuracy � Location.getAccuracy
6: record.mobileId � get aplication Id
7: Print record
8: create HttpPOSTConnection with the web server
9: open HttpPOSTConnection

10: submit record over HttpPOSTConnection
11: conMsg � read HTTP response message
12: Prompt conMsg
13: if close button is clicked then
14: disconnect HttpPOSTConnection
15: break
16: end if
17: wait a second
18: end while

Algorithm 2. Pre-processing of GPS data.
Input:
//submitted record from mobile application
record � array(
[‘latitude’]: latitude of the user’s position,
[‘longitude’]: longitude of the user’s position,
[‘accuracy’]: horizontal accuracy of the user’s position,
[‘mobileId’]: an identifier for the user’s mobile )
//Event area boundary
minLatitude � 32.22677
maxLatitude � 32.22955
minLongitude � 35.21962
maxLongitude � 35.22494
//Minimum accepted collected position accuracy for visualisation
minAccuracy � 5

Output: msg � NULL
1: if record.latitude ≥ minlatitude and record.latitude ≤ maxlatitude and
record.longitudey ≥ minLongitude and record.longitude ≤
maxlongitude then

2: connect to database
3: ArchiveInsertSQL � insert record into Archive Table
4: if execute(ArchiveInsertSQL) is successful then
5: msg � record is Archived
6: else
7: msg � record is not Archived
8: end if
9: if record.Accuracy≤minAccuracy then

10: if Live Table contains record from the same mobile then
11: execute(delete the record from the Live Table)
12: end if
13: liveInsertSQL � insert record into Live Table
14: if execute(liveInsertSQL) then
15: msg � msg + and is ready for visualisation
16: end if
17: end if
18: Print msg
19: disconnect from database
20: end if

Table 1. Data structure of archive and live tables.
Field Description

id A unique identifier for the position
mobileId An identifier for the mobile
latitude latitude of the user’s position
longitude longitude of the user’s position
timestamp Date and time for the obtained position
accuracy horizontal accuracy of the user’s position

Figure 2. Screenshots: Left: normal map. Right: heat map (High
density: red, low density: blue, between low and high: yellow).
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JSON format (line 13). Then, both the normal map
(lines 15–18) and the heat map (lines 20–21) are auto-
rmatically updated.

4. Experimental setup

In this section, we present the setup and details of our
experiments. In order to evaluate the performance of
the proposed system, we have examined the following
aspects:

(1) Efficiency of data collection module: Our goal in
this context is to evaluate the system’s ability to
automatically collect pedestrians’ trajectory data at
every second, in addition to the accuracy of the col-
lected GPS-based data in open areas.

(2) Real time data visualisation: Our aim here is to
evaluate the run-time of the proposed system’s pro-
totyp by calculating the computational time for
every component of the system, in addition to cal-
culating the web page’s loading time for the visual-
isation process for both normal and heat maps.

We take an empirical approach to develop a proto-
type of the proposed system, conducting three types of
experiments:

(1) A real-world experimental scenario where we used
pedestrians’ smartphone devices to collect their tra-
jectory data in open areas (see Figure 3) and send
them to a web server. The main goal of this exper-
iment is to evaluate the efficiency of the data collec-
tion module and study the system’s accuracy in
collecting GPS-based trajectory data in open
events/areas, as well as measuring the compu-
tational time of each component of the system’s
prototype. The experiment was conducted in sev-
eral open areas at the new campus at An-Najah
National University in Palestine. The focus was on
the open theatre area. The area of the new campus
is about 137.000 square meters, and its bounding
box is identified by the following latitude and longi-
tude: (32.22682, 35.22493), (32.2294, 35.2196). Both
an open area with no high buildings and another
open area that is surrounded by high buildings
were selected. Figure 3 shows the open areas and
the main routes of the tracked pedestrians. Nine
users with different types of android-based smart-
phones have installed the application and partici-
pated in this experiment. They were divided into
three groups. Each group started walking normally
from different points as shown in Figure 3.

(2) A simulation experiment where we replaced ped-
estrians’ smartphones with a PHP script to ran-
domly generate a variable number of positions
and submit them to the web server in an attempt
to evaluate the server’s computational time taken
by the visualisation process for both normal and
heat maps with more auto-generated trajectory
data.

(3) A page loading time experiment where we com-
pared the page loading time of the developed sys-
tem’s prototype with two well-known web-based
spatial data visualisation systems in an attempt to
evaluate the performance of the real-time visualisa-
tion component of our system.

We would like to point out that one of the main
objectives of the proposed system is to perform efficien-
tly in low cost. Therefore, the developed prototype only
exploited efficient free/open source software in the same
manner as reported in Bonaccorsi and Rossi (2003). In
this context, we developed the android-based mobile
application using Java and XML markup language. To
implement the data processing components, we used
PHP, JavaScript and JSON. In addition, we used

Algorithm 3. Post-processing and visualisation.
Input:
//normal map or heat map
mapType � normal or heat
//map updating interval time in second
updatingDuration � 1
//close the visualisation

Output: normal map or heat map

1: importing leaflet libraries (Agafonkin 2019b)
2: //Create an initial map of the center of the event
3: map � Call create map (Default Map center
[32.227956522256136,35.22212731651962], Default Zoom: 18)

4: Leaflet-providers� Call OpenStreetMap layer;
5: previewing the initial map
6: connect to database
7: while request updates every second do
8: execute(delete records from Live Table where

timeStamp=currentTime-2seconds)
9: data � array()()

10: while record�fetch record from Live Table do
11: data.push(record.latitude,record.longitude)
12: end while
13: data�json.encode(data)
14: reset map
15: if mapType=normal then
16: for i=0;i<length(data);i++ do
17: marker(data[i]).addTo(map)
18: end for
19: else
20: layer � heatLayer(data)(Agafonkin 2019a)
21: addLayerTo(map)
22: end if
23: if map is closed then
24: break
25: end if
26: end while
27: disconnect from database

BEHAVIOUR & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 7



MySQL as our database engine and PHP to implement
the data repository component. For the data visualisa-
tion component, we employed Leaflet library (Agafon-
kin 2019b), which is one of the most well known and
efficient open source JavaScript libraries for visualising
normal and heat maps. In particular, the heat map
used Leaflet.heat plugin (Agafonkin 2019a) which uses
a simple-heat visualisation algorithm (Mourner 2017)
that is combined with a point clustering technique to
form a performance grid (Agafonkin 2019a). The
simple-heat is a super-tiny JavaScript library for draw-
ing heat maps with canvas focusing on simplicity and
performance (Mourner 2017). Here, the grid is coloured
with hot colour(red) when multiple points are close to
each other and with cold colour (blue) otherwise. The
current system’s prototype is hosted on a server with
one core, Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4214 CPU 2.20GHz
and 256 MB RAM. It can be accessed easily by any
Android-based device with an internet connection.
The android-based mobile application is installed on
different types of android-based mobile phones. Figure

4 shows a screenshot of the android-based mobile appli-
cation and a screenshot of the home page of the system’s
prototype. All client implementations were run on a
personal computer running Windows 10 with (i5) 2.4
GHZ processor, and 8GB of memory.

5. Evaluation and results

5.1. Real-world scenario experimental results

This section aims to evaluate the efficiency of the data
collection part by measuring the smartphone’s GPS
horizontal accuracy for collecting trajectory data pos-
itions at open event, and the required server compu-
tational time of each component in the proposed
system’s prototype.

5.1.1. Data collection part
The efficiency of the data collection part is discussed in
this section, As shown in Table 2, 14,184 positions were
collected in this experiment on 4 March 2020, the

Figure 3. Real experiment area and the plan of pedestrians’ movements.

Figure 4. Screenshots: Left. Android-based mobile application. Right. Home page of the system’s prototype.
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experiment started at 11:27:40 and ended up at 11:56:54
based on local time of Palestine as illustrated in Figure 6.
In Table 2, we also show a summary of the collected pos-
itions. The delay in connection to the internet and giv-
ing the permission to the android application by the
user to start collecting the current position as well as
the end permission caused a difference in the start and
end times between the users, especially at the start time.

The duration column in Table 2 shows the exper-
iment’s duration in seconds for each user. It is an indi-
cator for the expected number of collected positions,
where each second means one collected position for
each user. Users 2, 3, 5–9 achieved more than 99.5%
of expected number of collected positions, while users
1 and 4 collected 94.32% and 97.53% of the
positions, respectively. One reason for the failure in col-
lecting one position at one second is the weak internet
connection. Figure 5 presents comparisons between
the collected positions and the expected number of col-
lected positions for each user. Also, the average of col-
lected positions is 98.8% at different circumstances
such as: open area, open area surrounded by high build-
ings, different types of android-based smartphones and
sometines poor internet connection. As a result, the
android-based mobile application and the pre-proces-
sing of GPS data components were 98.8% efficient in

collecting the current positions of pedestrians regularly
at every one second.

5.1.2. Accuracy evaluation
In this section, our goal is to investigate and measure the
horizontal accuracy of the collected GPS data (latitude
and longitude) by the android-based smartphones
(i.e. smartphones’ GPS horizontal accuracy).

In our prototype, we used the android location ser-
vice to determine the current position with its estimated
horizontal accuracy. In this context, the term horizontal
accuracy is defined as the radius (in m) of 68% confi-
dence (Kouřil and Šimeček 2020). In other words, if
we draw a circle centred at this position’s latitude and
longitude, and with a radius equals to the accuracy
value, then there is a 68% probability that the true
location is inside the circle. Signal blockage, atmos-
pheric conditions, and receiver design features/quality
are the main local factors that affect GPS positioning
accuracy (Padrón et al. 2017; GPSUSA 2020). Therefore,
in the real experiment, we took these factors into con-
sideration to simulate real-world scenarios. The area
of the experiment is divided into two parts. The first
area is the open theatre with no high buildings (Figure
6b), while the second area contains high
buildings (Figure 6c). The goal of this division is to
measure the influence of buildings on the accuracy of
measurements using various android-based smartphone
types, see Figure 6.

The results in Table 3 show the number of collected
positions, expected average, the best and the worst hori-
zontal accuracy measures for each user in both areas b
and c. The total number of collected positions in the
two areas is roughly the same (area b: 7000, area c:
7184). The average of the horizontal accuracy for all
users in area b was within 4 m, while in area c, it was
less than 5.18 m. These results show that the accuracy
is affected by the presence of high buildings. To guaran-
tee the accuracy of our system, the post-processing com-
ponent only processes the accurately (within 5 m)
collected positions for visualisation component. Figure 7

Table 2. Summary of the collected positions.
User
No. Start time End time

Duration
(s)

No. of
positions

Success
%

1 9:27:40 AM 9:56:43 AM 1743 1644 94.32
2 9:28:03 AM 9:56:53 AM 1730 1724 99.65
3 9:28:12 AM 9:56:54 AM 1722 1722 100.00
4 9:29:47 AM 9:56:48 AM 1621 1581 97.53
5 9:31:44 AM 9:56:54 AM 1510 1510 100.00
6 9:30:19 AM 9:55:55 AM 1536 1534 99.87
7 9:28:13 AM 9:56:53 AM 1720 1695 98.55
8 9:29:32 AM 9:56:52 AM 1640 1632 99.51
9 9:37:47 AM 9:56:52 AM 1145 1142 99.74

Figure 6. The real experiment area: (a) all area of experiment;
(b) the open theatre area which does not contain high buildings;
(c) this area is open with high buildings.

Figure 5. Comparison between the number of collected pos-
itions and the number of expected positions.
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shows the locations of the collected positions with an
accuracy greater than 10 m. This low accuracy result
is due to the presence of nearby high buildings.

Many of the open and large important crowded
events are organised at open environment with very lit-
tle signal blockage as the open theatre area in our study.
Therefore, we are highlighting the results that were col-
lected from the open theatre area. The significant differ-
ence in the average of accuracy between the users is
depicted in Figure 8. As shown in this figure, the lowest
accuracy value was recorded for User 1 with 7.43 m
offset, while the highest accuracy value was marked
for user 5 with 2.47 m. The accuracy measures for six
other users (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8) were less than 4 m. We
have considered the same area (area b) and the same
weather conditions for all users, however, the quality
of installed GPS sensors on the used smartphone devices
was different, which explains the variance in accuracy
measures.

Table 3 shows that the collected positions by users 1
and 9 are with more than 5 m accuracy. Meanwhile,
other users collected positions with better accuracy.
The main reason for that is the quality of the GPS sensor
used by users 1 and 9 which is less efficient compared to
others (Specht et al. 2019). As a result, modern android-
based smartphones have a good ability to collect

positions in open area with no high buildings within 4
m accuracy or less. In comparison with iPhone 6-
based Avenza software for capturing horizontal pos-
itions at open area that is reported in Merry and Bettin-
ger (2019), our system achieves better accuracy which is
within 4 m, while the other system’s accuracy is within
7–13 m.

5.1.3. Server computational time
This section aims to evaluate the server computational
time of the proposed system’s prototype based on the
real experiment. In addition to accuracy aspects of the
proposed system, in these experiments we have also
considered another important aspect that plays a crucial
role on the overall quality of the system. Our aim in this
context is to evaluate the server’s computational time of
each of the various components of our proposed sys-
tem’s prototype. On one hand, the GPS data pre-proces-
sing component took 18.8 ms on average to pre-process
each submitted position from the 14,184 positions and
to store this into the two tables of the repository com-
ponent (see Table 4). On the other hand, the compu-
tational time for post-processing the received GPS
data and further visualising it in the forms of normal
and heat maps for the nine users who were moving con-
currently was recorded by the system. The total number
of runs recorded in each component was 1130 runs. The
average computational time for post-processing GPS

Table 3. Summary of the collected positions’ accuracy.
The Open Theatre (Area b) Area c

Accuracy (m) Accuracy (m)

User No. Positions Average Best Worst Positions Average Best Worst
1 532 7.43 7.2 7.6 1112 7.48 9.7 7
2 931 2.87 1.5 7.5 793 4.03 12.5 1.5
3 922 3.78 3 9.5 800 4.49 24 2
4 900 4.92 2.5 9 681 6.01 14 2
5 558 2.47 1 3.4 952 2.52 4.1 1
6 1134 3.22 3.22 3.22 400 5.46 10.5 3.22
7 909 3.77 2 9 786 7.19 34.5 2.5
8 557 3.56 2 6 1075 4.24 17 2
9 557 6.86 5 9.5 585 8.15 20 5

Figure 7. Locations of positions with accuracy greater than 10
m.

Figure 8. The average of accuracy for each user in the open
theatre area (area b).
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data (to process and retrieve the current positions) and
send them to the visualisation component for all runs
was 0.43 ms. For the visualisation component, the aver-
age computational times needed to visualise normal
maps and heat maps were 12.34 ms and 8.8 ms, respect-
ively. The computational time difference between both
techniques increases significantly when they are applied
on more data points. See Figure 9. In Section 5.2, we
demonstrate the impact of increasing the number of
data points on the required time for visualising both
types of maps.

The post-processing component took less time com-
pared to the visualisation component for all runs. The
main reason is because the pre-processing component
(which is responsible for storing only the accurate pos-
itions within the specified area in a separate table)
deletes the previous position of the same user from
the data archiving table.

Based on the real-world experiment, the results show
that the system’s prototype can process, store and visu-
alise the nine pedestrian positions in less than 35 ms.
Moreover,, post-processing with normal and heat
maps required about 41% and 34% of the computational
time, respectively. In comparison, the pre-processing
and the repository components required more than
50% of the computational time. However, these percen-
tages will change when applied to larger datasets of tra-
jectory points because every request in the pre-
processing component is applied on one position (it
processes multiple requests at the same time in parallel),
while every request in the post-processing and visualisa-
tion components is applied on all current positions.
This means that the total computational time of post-

processing and visualisation components increases
when the number of the current positions increases.
Hence, the real-world experiment that was conducted
to evaluate the system’s prototype was not sufficient to
evaluate the computational time of the post-processing
and visualisation components. Therefore, in the next
section, we test the post-processing and visualisation
components over more positions.

5.2. Simulation-based experimental results

In this section, we evaluate the server’s computational
time required by the post-processing and visualisation
components over a greater number of positions. As
we have pointed out in the previous section, the number
of positions that can be handled by the post-processing
and visualisation components affects the computational
time of these components. In an attempt to demonstrate
this effect, we have replaced the real-world android-
based mobile application with a PHP script that gener-
ates a high number of positions randomly within the
area of the open theatre and submitted them to a web
server. Nineteen experiments that started from 100 pos-
itions and finished with 5000 positions were conducted
to evaluate the computational time for the employed
components over different data sizes. Table 5 shows
the results of this step. To reduce the effect of fluctu-
ations in the computational time, each experiment was
repeated 20 times, and we took the average of all
times for each run.

The results in Table 5 and Figure 10 show that the
computational time for post-processing and normal
and heat maps visualisation components increases
when the number of positions increases. Figure 10 pre-
sents the computational time needed to visualise the
current positions in heat map and normal map formats
for 19 cases. Each visualisation process consists of two
components: retrieving current positions (Live Table)
by post-processing component and visualising them
by visualisation component based on the map’s format.
The obtained results show that the post-processing
component took very short computational time com-
pared to the map visualisation component. Moreover,
the computational time needed for visualising all pos-
itions in the largest case (5000 positions) in normal
and heat maps were 1487 and 277 ms, respectively.
The main reason of the difference in time between
them are the leaflet plugins that are used by the system.
Normal visualisation used marker plugin (Agafonkin
2019b) while heat map visualisation used heat map plu-
gin (Agafonkin 2019a). The representation of each point
with icon in marker plugin (Agafonkin 2019b) increases
the computational time for loading and rendering, while

Table 4. The computational time of each component based on
the real-world experiment.
Component Number of runs Computational time (ms)

Pre-Processing 14,184 18.793446
Post-Processing 1130 0.42608
Visualisation-Normal Map 1130 12.34
Visualisation-Heat Map 1130 8.8

Figure 9. The computational time of the main components.
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the heat map plugin does not use any icon for represen-
tation (Netek, Brus, and Tomecka 2019). In addition to
that, Leaflet.heat plugin (Agafonkin 2019a) used a fast
heat map visualisation algorithm (Mourner 2017). In
Figure 10, normal map is affected significantly by
increasing the amount of data. The time in normal
map is amplified by a magnitute of 11 times, while it
is doubled in heat map from the first case until the
last case. Leaflet.heat plugin achieves much lower ren-
dering times than the normal map (points map).
According to Netek, Brus, and Tomecka (2019), the
leaflet.heat plugin rendered a maximum of 3 million
points in 16,313.7 ms, while normal maps (Agafonkin
2019b) rendered a maximum of 100,000 points. This
means the heat map visualisation is more suitable for
visualising a large amount of data in real time than nor-
mal maps. In addition to that, normal maps cover an
entire map area, making each feature impossible to be
identified (Netek, Brus, and Tomecka 2019).

5.3. Page load time experimental results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the real-
time visualisation module of the proposed system’s pro-
totype. In particular, we compare the execution (a.k.a.
Page Loading) time required by the proposed system’s
prototype, Maptive (M. team 2010–2020) and eSpatial
(Espatial Team 2020) systems to load and display both
normal and heat maps over 13 GPS data sets which
are generated randomly. A page loading time in this
context is defined as the average amount of time it
takes for a page to show up on a client device screen,
and it is calculated from the moment at which the
user clicks on a page link or types in a Web address
until the page is fully loaded on the client’s browser
(Shroff and Chaudhary 2017). This comparison cri-
terion is highly variable due to different factors, such
as client devices, network connection, in addition to
other technical specification as reported in Shroff and
Chaudhary (2017). Therefore, to make a fair compari-
son, we have used the same internet connection, client
device, client browser and Chrome DevTools to
measure the web page loading time. Both Maptive and
eSpatial are efficient, available online and well-known
real-time web-based spatial visualisation systems that
support the visualisation of both normal and heat
maps. To carry out the experiment, we used Chrome
DevTools (C. D. team 2013–2020) to measure the web
page loading time at each run. Each experiment was
run 20 times, and we calculated the average results pro-
duced per each run.

Table 6, Figures 11 and 12 show the experimental
results of web page loading time for the proposed sys-
tem’s prototype, Maptive and eSpatial web-based sys-
tems. As the results demonstrate, using the proposed
system, we were able to achieve the best web page load-
ing time required to visualise both normal and heat
maps over all data sets. On average, the proposed system
took 0.71% and 0.33% less than Maptive and eSpatial
web-based system respectively, to visualise the normal
map. Moreover, it needed 0.05% and 0.1% from the
web page loading time that are needed in Maptive and
eSpatial to visualise heat maps. In other words, our sys-
tem’s prototype visualised 5000 data points in heat map
representation in less than a second while Maptive and
eSpatial took 5.8 s and 9.2 s respectively. The main
reason for these results is the efficiency of the Leaflet
libraries for depicting the maps that are used in our sys-
tem (Netek, Brus, and Tomecka 2019). In particular, we
use a high-performance heat map visualisation algor-
ithm combined with point clustering techniques to
draw heat maps that are characterised by their simplicity
(Mourner 2017). In other words, the efficiency of theFigure 10. Computational time for post-processing and visualis-

ing normal and heat maps over different numbers of positions.

Table 5. Computational time of post-processing normal and
heat maps.

Computational time (ms)

Case
Positions
num.

Post-
processing

Normal
visualisation

Heat
visualisation

1 100 0.99 136.55 120.2
2 200 1.4 158.2 119.2
3 400 1.956 211.56 122.7
4 600 2.698 256 125
5 800 3.262 311.86 146.2
6 1000 3.79106 356.8 155.2
7 1200 4.952 391 159.7
8 1400 4.99786 409 161.2
9 1600 5.8075 451 161.8
10 1800 6.74 504 161.9
11 2000 6.7908 553 163.6
12 2200 7.4439 571 163.4
13 2600 8.8449 655 175.4
14 3000 10.3908 822.63 184.8
15 3400 11.9399 883 205
16 3800 13.009082 1050 226.6
17 4200 13.8375 1140 234.2
18 4600 14.8353 1294 245.4
19 5000 16.479 1470 260.4
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simple-heat algorithm makes the heat map visualisation
fast (Mourner 2017).

6. Conclusion and future work

The wide usage of smartphones in Palestine and in the
world motivates us to utilise smartphones to track and
explore pedestrian dynamics at open events; to avoid
potential crowd movement related incidents. In this
work, we have proposed a real-time visualisation system
for pedestrian dynamics at open events. The proposed
system integrated smartphone’s GPS sensor, web server

and open source software to provide an efficient, online,
accurate and low cost real-time system for collecting,
storing and visualising the pedestrian movements. In
addition, this paper presented the first smartphone-
based GPS accuracy study in open events/areas in Pales-
tine. To evaluate our approach, a prototype was devel-
oped and tested using a real-world experiment at
different open areas, 19 simulation experiments, and
13 web page loading time experiments. The results
demonstrated that our system collected the positions
of pedestrians in open environment in real time and
within an accuracy of 4 m. Moreover, it processed and
stored the collected position in 18.8 ms, while retrieval
and visualisation of heat maps for 5000 users took
around 0.277 s. Also, the web page loading time in the
developed system’s prototype for heat map visualising
for 5000 users was less than a second compared to Map-
tive and eSpatial which were 5.8 s and 9.2 s respectively.

Based on the system’s prototype implementation and
initial results, our proposed system showed promising
results. It is expected to track the pedestrian and vehicles
in real time at open and large areas efficiently. There-
fore, in the future work, we plan to develop an iOS-
based mobile application to cover a larger-scale portion
of pedestrians who use various mobile platforms, and
conduct extensive real experiments using both android
and iOS applications. We plan in this content to inves-
tigate the efficiency of our system on real large GPS data
sets. In addition, we plan to develop a new neural net-
work approach to predict pedestrians’ movement
behaviour and detect abnormal events at real time that
may occur in large open events.
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